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ABSTRACT
Electronic Commerce(EC) when situated that was prepared their exchanges security like other communication and software systems.In
this paper ,the need for security EC systems (ECS) and discusses the threats and Services, the main threats include: failure, pirvacy,
manipulation, forging and denial; the main services include: confidentiality, authentication, integration and Undeniable.
In addition to the challenges and computational considerations such as compatibility of copies distributed geographically dispersed
ECS ,time (date and time) and formal and mathematical influence is investigated to ECS and algorithm and encryption approaches
include: symmetric and asymmetric algorithms and algorithm hash, digital members and digital certificate as services and approaches
to confronting with security threats in ECS are reviewed.
Keywords: Electronic Commerce Systems(ECS), Security in ECS, algorithms ECS, computational considerations ECS.

1. INTRODUCTION
EC is Collections communications, information
management and security capabilities that allow to
organizations, companies, public (general people) and
government to display their services information and
products through optimization, easy, fast, the minimum cost
and without intermediate with computer networks especially
internet.
ECS is not limited to buy and sell but any commercial and
financial active between people and institutions can be at EC
domain. EC includes categories like: E-business, E-banking,
E-marketing , smart cart, connections customer
management and E-government. While ECS raises accuracy
and processing speed, are also at risk and threats.
The overall EC includes stages: survey catalogs, product and
vendor selection, order, send information, payment and give
product that in each above stages exchange electronic
message between buyer and vendor that this exchanges need
to safety Condition.
There are many security threats like stealing content and
change and denial content that threat the above
stages.According to EC, the buyer and vendor do not know
each other and do not see each other. This relative reliance
should did by means of security guarantees.
The distinctive feature e-commerce and traditional
commerce is Proof of Authenticity, Document Security that
the traditional paper-based documentation is often
manipulated, forged and altered documents by looking at it
is detectable, while the change electronic data unlike paperbased Documentation do not remain physical Signs.
Therefore, the security and trust of the public to electronic
Documents is very complex and requires protocols and
secure electronic software.According to the increasing
importance and growth of E-commerce, security threats are
on the rise, so politics and security tools should be provided.

2.

SECURITY IN EC

Security in EC has an interconnected with reliable EC
system. According to software, reliability means a system
with indices such as: availability, reliability, safety,
maintainable, confidentiality, integrity and capability of
authentication and non-repudiation. One can have a relative
reliable to the system with these characteristics. To have
them and public confidence to doing commercial
approaches with the least error, security policy must be
designed and security mechanism must be provided to
implement this legislated policy.

2.1 Definitions of Security Index
Since most of the EC systems are in global level, so its
geographical spread is all over the world. The more
distributions, the more availability. But we should pay a
specific attention to compatibility challenges of different
versions of system in which there is a required algorithm.
1.

Availability: correct system performance against
user request in a specific moment.

2.

Reliability: access to a system in a limited time.

3.

Safe: that means. If the system temporarily shut
down disaster does not occur To do so, we should
assure the safety with accurate mathematical
computation.

4.

Maintainable: easy repaired after a system failure.
The more coefficients, the high availability.
Specifically, if these failures are considered
automatic one. This challenge is along with
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temporal, informational and physical addition that
simplest one is to use repetitive version of system

2-

which a new situated version is a failure one.
5.

Confidentiality: that means system must reveal its
information to allowed people.

6.

Integrity: that means system is able to recognize an
unallowable manipulation in its assets (hardware,

3-

software, data) and prevent them. Other approaches
such as trigger, … are viable for this challenge.
7.

Authentication: that means an unallowable person
(second person) cannot send a message to other

4-

commercial side in place of other side. Encryption
algorithms are available for this challenge.
8.

Non-repudiaton: that means prevention of message
and document rejection in a process that electronic

5-

sign and certification are available for this
challenge.
All mentioned indices are implemented in software tools
and module frame, sometimes in hardware frame which
using them is so easy for users.
2.2 EC security at the macro level consists of two parts
as follows
Security in channels and communication network level: is
preparing the ways for prevention of unauthorized intrusion
of person in to communication networks. Establishing this
level of security by computer and communication
information and with using the protocols and security
devices of communicaton networks such as firewalls.
Security in level of EC application: means of security in
users is that security of electronic transfer in communiation
network by entering authorized and unauthorized
individuals into network don't threat. Establishing this level
of security require to use the tools and EC sort wares. Each
of softwares is provided level of security for EC transaction.
Of course, the security not to be absolutely but also degree
of relative confidence are provided. Therefore, in most of
EC concepts, trust with security is introduced.

2.4 Politics and Security Mechanisms:
A description of the security requirements is known
"security policy" the "security policy specifies that any
system entity (the users. Data and machinery…) what to do
and how things have been prevented.
The security mechanism is implementation of security
policy. The important mechanisms:
1.

2.

3.

2.3 Security threats and their security services
Security threats are as follows:
1- Interception: refers to a situation where an
unauthorized person to gain access to services and
data. Eavesdropping, communication between
people and permissive process of electronic
exchanges and illegal copping of files and
directories by hackers are intercepher. For counter

to this threat of security services, we need to
privacy.
Interruption: occurs when a file is corrupted or
wiped out or service not to access. Dos attacks
including threats of interruption. To counter this
threat of the security services we use "accessible
namely, for example, with repeat file prescriptions,
the new prescription replaces the ruinous
prescription and the rate of accessibility is goes up.
Modification: to unauthorized change of data or
modification of services is called. Namely, hackers
with stealing the main information, change it for the
benefit of its own and then send the message to
receiver by sender. For counter to this security
threat, we need to security services "integrations".
fabrication: refers to a situation in which the
attacker has produced new data that do not exist and
sends it to the receiver. For example: add a new
password or new records in a database of a system.
'The essential security services for opposing to this
threat is (authentication).
Denial/repudiation: The person (authorized or
unauthorized) all or part of the exchanged messages
during an electronic process will allow. The
essential security services for opposing to this threat
is (impossible).

4.

Encryption: has a fundamental role in electronic
systems. Coding will change the data in ways that
an aggressive people cannot find it. Coding is one
secret way to keep the data. Coding allows us to we
recognize manipulating in data and ensure their
integrity.
Authentication: To ensure the user's identity.
Customers. Servant and a host or other entity is
used, For example: When a client requests a service
run before anything, we should be sure of her (his)
identity (Graphic is this general imperative service).
authorization: After customer was determined we
should be seen if the client has permission of
performing the requested action or not. Kind of
access to different existences is determined by their
licenses.
Auditing: is apply for determining that entities are
used which source and how use it. Audit reports is
very useful tool to analyze the sercurity weaknesses
of the system. And the next steps identifies the
attack of hackers. For this reason, aften hackers will
try to avoid leaving any trace. Therefore, auditing is
tight the arena
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For hackers.

3. ECS ALGORITHMS (ALGORITHM
AND STRATEGIES FOR SECURITY
SERVICES IN EC SYSTEM)

The most difference between these two method in Electronic
signature and Asymmetric cryptography is sender used the
own private key for signature and receiver uses a general
key to approve the signature in Electronic signature.
Electronic signature algorithm

3.1 Symmetric cryptography algorithm:
1.
In this Algorithm there is a same key for doing cryptography
and decoding this Algorithm applications to creat a
confidentiality in Documents for example we can use the
password to access to the Documents, but this method has 2
limitation:
- Each person needs to have a shared key in own Exchanges
with anybody else. Therefore each person with unlimited
person needs to unlimited shared key.
-Senders have to send their Decoding to the receiver after
cryptography and it confront a problem if we are going to
cryptography with this method.
3.2 Asymmetric cryptography Algorithm:
In this method we use a general key for cryptography and also
a private key for decoding and this two keys will be coneeted
with a math equation which is really hard to Decoding.
In this method if a sender wants to send a message in private
to the receiver, he cryptographies it with receiver's general key
and the other side receiver will Decode the message with own
private key. This method is very complicated.
3.3 Combinatorial Method (Symmetric and Asymmetric):
In this Algorithm documents and Messages will send with
Cryptography Algorithm and Decoding key will be send with

3.4 Hash Algorithm
This Algorithm does the cryptography in way. It means
Document or Message will become a bunch of numbers,
symbuls and letters.This Algorithm goes with integrity
security services. And the reason is when two Documents or
Messages hash together it might not make a same field (aboat
less than 0.001%)

3. 5 Electronic Signature
For provide security services in trade we use something like:
signature, ID card, official office but we are not be able to use
these staff in a Electronic space because:
-

-

Electronic informations were made of bytes and there is
no Difference between original version and copy
version.
Any Elimination or change in an Electronic document
won't any effect.
Approval of an Electronic Document is based on
documents information.

2.

Hashed string document by using hash algorithm is
created.
By using the senders public key can be applied to
decode strings attached.

After receving the document the following steps are
performed:

1. String hash of the document is provide by using hash
algorithm.

2. By using the sender's public key can decode the string
attacheel to the document acts.

3. Now recipient has two hashed strings that one of them
is brought by himself and the other is brought by
transmitters when signing document.
4. If these two strings be equal and identical, recipient can
be ensure to the integrity of this document.
All these steps are performed by the EC software and there
is no need to operation to electronic tranction, in order to
made these software, there is some successful companies
such as Microsoft, Info path softwar, Adobe software and
live cycle.
Acording to the above description in security services there
is two challenges one is authen tication and the other is nonrepudiation.
1.

How the recipient can ensure that the person signing
the document is the one who clamis, in other words
in physical world who is monitoring on the issue and
create a electronic signature.
2. The sender to encrypt the document should use the
public key of the recipient but what assurance is
there that receive public key is same as recipient's
publickey.
To solve these two challenges, countries have
infrastructure called public key in frastructure.
3.6 Electronic certification (Public key infrastructure
certificate)
According to the extensive of domestic and foreign
exchanges and also because of the skeptics sensivity EC
exchanges has made due to the confirmation of identity
bothsides. There is an electronic certification center for
issuance this electronic certification in countries.This center
has some daty like issuance electronic certification for any
natural or legal asker.This certification has applicants
private and public keys also it has the exporter center
proBile.This center continually monitors to all the
certification as soon as having problem for the holder of the
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certificate or card expires that card is placed on the list of
invalid cards.
This center could be public or privet one of the most famous
company for issuance electronic certification is verisign.For
having this card, you must submit the required documents to
these institutes also this card has some internel governance
rules and international technical regulations, so by using the
members features like integration, authentication and
underiable documents in such a way that if transmitter
signed a commercial document such as bill or order factor
then send it the recipient just by looking at the sign on the
electronic signatures can find the document integrity also
signers identity is recognizable and it's irrdfutable but there
is no any household stamp, for having this should used of
symmetric orasymmetric encryption algorithm this means
that sender can encrypted by the symmetric or asymmetric
algorithms if the transitation to the third party.
Third person needs the recipient's private key so hershe can't
see the document. Although we don't have hundred percent
security but to the extent that can gain the trust of business
transation's process.
3.7 Commerical websites' decurity on Internet
Electronic certification centers provide two different
security services for electronic websites by issuing a
warvant called that specifical for an URL. This certificate
can be used for two purpose:
1.

2.

Introduction and comfirmation "between the URL
on address bar and the website you see. Whereas
sometimes when you want to visit a commercial
websites, hackers Auto-deflect you to another pages
they designed look alie the target wcbsite and use
your entered information. But by Utilizing this
servise the possibility of this forgery disapears.
Securing the connection between users' computers
and servers by using this electronic certificates to
encrypting the transferring dotas.

4. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
EC
1-Time Stamp;
One of the important requirements of EC process, expecially
in electronic biddings, is determining the exact documents'
sending times. Consideration of this discussion is because the
documents' sending time is set by the sending server clock
and according to widespread and universality of EC and the
time difference between the countries, this will cuase an
unmanageable risk in citing document's time.
If we don't predict a mechanism for this time
synchronization issue there will be numerous conflicts during
and after the execation of business processes. So the
certification centers solve this problem by issucing thetimestamp certificate. On this algorithms by using GPS and clock

sync algorithm such as vector and lamport algorithms, logical
clock replaced by physical clock.
Applying the hole mentioned services, by particular
softwaves. Majority of avoilable softwares are not utilized to
use signature, certificate or time – stamp on text or conent of
a document. So some softwares must be used that can support
this security services. This supporting softwares are called.
2-Statistic factor which should be considered in designing
EC systems
As most of EC systems have been designed to work in
universal levels, so in its design, we should pay attention to
other technical statistics and do modeling and some research
with normal mathematics. As an example, these systems data
centers have been chosen in different geographical areas. The
reason of its spreading is the speed of interaction, because
sometimes, EC systems are in universal level, therefore, to
have speed and usefulness. We should copy files in different
locations.
In this way, we can be sure about its practicality in accessing
systems. It should be payed attention that, finally, different
versions should have desired compatibility. All the versions
should be the same to do so, there are some back up
algorithm, but it needs more attention. Some examples make
the point clear. Suppose in A province, B is a bank customer
and puts 1000 to his account.At the same time, bank needs to
calculate the profit and puts into customer's account. Bank
does so with respect to which interaction has been done first.
Regarding the rules of bank data centers, what is important is
that all interactions of A and B versions be done correctly and
in order, so that, versions compatibility be catered for. There
is no priority in paying the profit, while, regarding electronic
trade, arrangement of actions (Paying the balance and
counting the profit) is different.
3- Movable (Mobile) ES systems
Because of spreading of ECS and already moveable
technologies, to simplify the EC from the used mobile
systems equipment, system statistic and gained results are
challenging. An example may clarify the point. Suppose we
want to know the names of hotels as well as their address and
price that are near to us up to 50 kilometers. In this case, if
we use ECS movable systems, our answer will change with
respect to the place. So it should bepayed attention.
4-Accessing secret data in ECS with mathematical
analysis
We clarify the challenge whith an example. Consider, in ECS
for the user, it has been defined to have access to statistics
and generalities but there is no permission for each member
to have such an access. With some mathematical calculating,
this access will be ready Regard, in this system, we need to
know the salary of the oldest clerk (secret data).
Instead of forbidden casual question, two general
permittable and some how experimental questions, secret
data (casual question answer) will be achieved;
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Q.1- How many clerks do we have who are above X "X" will
change by clerk so much so that the achieved answer be just
one.
Q.2- How much is the highest salary for clerks higher than X
?
With analysis of questions 1 and 2, the salary of the oldest
worker will be achieved. Infact, these points show the place
of mathematical analysis in getting access to systems. It also
shows the dangers of security status.
5- Injecting programming codes of SQL in ECS
By doing such an injection, codes of data layers in applicable
programs under web, ECS is under access of for bidable
access. These attacks don't waste the practicality of system
but can read data bank of an ECS or enter new data in ECS
bank. Applicable ECS web programs usually is done
byhaving relation between ECS data center and receiving
requests from user. In this relation, such an forbidable access
will happen. Because of its importance, xlgorithms like
statistic, dynamic have been designed and can be improved.
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Code injection will be clarified by an example; Suppose in
bank bank ECS in customers' list, there is this code; select
& from customer where ID= < input – user ID >; This will
show the custoners data after receiving the user real ID. In
this code, if we can change the SQL code as below, code
condition will be always correct and logical, It will be as a
code injection attack:
Relect & from customer where ID= "<input – user ID >" or
"1" = "1": with this order, without getting correctly the user
ID, point shows the mathematical and logical statistics in
ECS systems.

5. CONCLUSION
In this article for determining ec security,security
algorithms& formal computing;we suggest to use the
maximum power to creat a security policy&using these
policies&well-secure tools appropriately for errorresistance security ,intrusions &attackers.we should detect
the weak&strong points of new technologies and proceed to
these issues with applied approaches.
With mathematical modeling we can test softwares which
are necessary for ec with security parameters& study on web
servers&programming languages&detect their probable
problems.on the other hand,evaluate the security of
hardwares&softwares involving in ec& use them in business
applications and have special sensitivity in choosing the ec
softwares.
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